
Integrated Counselling Skills Diploma Program

Modulewise Detailed Syllabus

Module I : Archetypic Constellation Structure & Movement Gestalt.

Understanding archetypic roles in gender and function and to look at unconscious
modeling.
Evaluating disparity, talking to the positive intent, holding the gap between the costume
and function.
Bringing in the congruence, alignment and ecology.
Understanding the structure and relation of blocks so as to bring in the flow in the filed and
body.
Nominalisation of metaphors of imaginary

The roles functions and structure we are a part of are all in some way or the other forming the
structure, design or the Constellation. Everything that is, is a Constellation. The aim of the
course is to see how this Constellation is arranged, what are the archetype structures, what
neurological alignments are existing and where it is missing, how we could understand this
movements in space in our mind and our body using the tool of Gestalt.
 

Module II : Therapy Model, an Intervention tool on Neurological alignment for
counseling psychology

Understanding the structure and strategy of how we save and store information, memory
and events
Working through the Logical levels (Batesonian approach)
Neurological alignment
SOAR model through perceptual movement
Intervention tool and the conversational meta model

Therapy is a walk into the past, to see where we have locked in emotions and have resources,
freeing them is essentially important part of learning. Coaching is a mechanism to add
resources into the goals and dreams we have in the present so that the future us fulfilled. There
is a lot of information in our past where life happened in ways we were conditioned and formed,
through this course we learn the human code, its definite structures, meta programs and
strategies, so that working through stuckness is a just a mater or formula more that anything
else. Apply the formula and get the blocks resolved. 
 



Module III : Inner Landscape {Texture, Threshold, Archetypic roles and Mythic
realities}

Walking the Inside journey and understanding the meta dimension.
Eliciting experiences and reversing the unwanted ones.
Linguistics and psychotherapy .
Re-strategising strategies, intentionality change and stepping into choice.
Living personal myths, and evaluating in multiple environments, executing change decision.

Quality of representation and orientation plays a very important role in the quality of life the
client leads. through this module we learn how to be present to the client's map, then through
a series of intervention tools to probe with curiosity to (a) challenge in rapport and (b) to
provide more choices. 
narratives, personal myths and somatic anchors is what makes the clients reality so solid,
through this module we reach a state of malleability and more choices. 

 

Module IV : Trauma impact, transcendence and healing - behavioural response
and how to desensitize it

Learning the association with kinesthetics and dissociating the synesthetic process
Identifying various addiction, compulsion and obsessions within the spectrum.
Tools for new behaviour generation by preserving the positive intents
Understanding the creature PTSD, and learning its structure
Understanding eye integration and desensitization

As we live through life, it is bound that we come across impacts and bumps. Based on the
degree of the impact, the effect behaviour of the client can be traumatic or not. Trauma is an
event, a person or even an experience. Trauma is stored in our body, and we remember it by
using our unconscious strategies and programs. Its dissociation is important as it supports life
and day to day functions with ease. Various addictive behaviours, pleasing behaviours, self
sabotage are all Traumatic responses, and it interrupts the gestalt cycle, reconsolidation of the
same is therefore important. 
 



Module V :Clinical approaches and case interventions, breaking of the gestalt
cycle

Abnormal Psychology - An Overview: Introduction to the various clinical disorders and
diagnostic criteria.
Introducing the Gestalt Lens: Mental Illness and the breaking of the gestalt cycle
Psycho-therapeutic Interventions: Dos and Don'ts

Breaking of the Gestalt Cycle This module will focus on providing a clear overview of the various
clinical conditions that people can be diagnosed with. Understanding various syndromes and
mental illnesses, understanding the similarities and differences in their symptom picture, and
various interventions that are known to work. The module will also give an insight into a gestalt
view to mental illness, and how mental illness is a more severe form of the breaking of the
Gestalt cycle. Finally, some core guidelines are provided to help the novice therapist to
understand how to address these various conditions, and when to refer. 
 


